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About This Game

End the witch's evil reign at last! Explore the twists and turns of a mysterious world as you travel through a strange, cursed
kingdom, where the characters have been robbed of their beauty and talents by a cruel sorceress. Tests your wits as you gather

the missing amulets, restore the lives of the cursed characters – and open the portal to return home!
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Environment setup in the game is decent, but I am actually impressed by the implementation of sniper mechanics in the game, it
is done in an accurate manner which gives player a great sniping experience.. This Game is Great... With Friends. Honestly if
you have friends that have this game, GET IT NOW!!! Farming Simulator 2015 is just like 2013 in terms of single player with
the added Forestry and better graphics and the 2 year did this game great. It has so many little touches that you really need to
look out for. If you like the Farming Simualtor franchise, You owe it to yourself to GET THIS GAME!!!. What an absolute
disaster of a game, this game is a mess in everything other than its presentation.

The story is kinda fun, and the art style is attractive, reminds of John Kricfalusi style from Ren and Stimpy.

Everything about the design of this game however is inherently wrong, this extends beyond my opinion, it is just simply not a
good game.

The controls are incredibly stiff for starters, it is one of those games that requires you to take a second for each action, there's
never enough animations to make anything feel smooth, and generally speaking the checkpoints, difficulty, and enemy
placement seems random and exaggerated.

It is almost as if the game developers thought they could get away by making an extremely short game by throwing massive
groups of enemies at you that kill you in just a few hits.

This enemies get annoying because they're repetitive, and the sound effects that they do almost don't ever stop, making it
difficult to even distinguish between their different lines of dialog.

Their attacks most of the times either consist in just charging you and damanging you by hitting you, or alternatively by just
shooting at you.

The game screen is such a mess at times however that after a while it gets difficult to even watch the incoming bullets.

The developers of the game didn't even care enough to restrict the player to kill the enemies before moving to the next section
of the level.

You can literally get through most prolongued sections of the levels by holding the key to move foward, whilst also holding the
key to jump.

You'll literally skip through most enemies.

Not that it matters because there are cases in which the game "locks" you in an specific part of a level only to then swarm you
with enemies.

Each weapon feels exactly the same, with varying damage degrees, the animations only change when you're shooting them, and
every enemy dies in exactly the same way.

I don't understand how can anybody claim this is a good experience, or a good game, it isn't even like a random mediocre flash
game, it just has unbereable, and horrible design at its core.

You can enjoy it, that's your opinion, but you cannot say this game is good for the simple reason that it is inherently incoherent
in its design.

This has a beautiful art style but it is a horrible, horrible game, it is only fun when I'm looking at the cutscenes, or at the loading
screens...

Whenever I get into the gameplay even the art style of the game gets botched thanks to some horrible animations.
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Don't get it, got it on sale, and I'm getting a f***ing refund.. I'm not in love with this game. I had issues with crashes almost
immediately. I'm all for giving the benefit of the doubt, but no game should be crashing in the area you're creating your profile.

When it gets to actually starting the game, again, I suffered a few crashes but persisted.

After I figured out the navigation system, and, roughly, what I should be doing I realised it was over a year before I could attend
any competitions. I had to click through weeks and weeks, until it got to the actual tournament. In that time, you're able to train
your player, but this isn't very well explained and I just ended up using the auto-select feature.

After clicking through probably 40 weeks, I finally got to a tournament. This part is okay, you have pretty decent control of
your golfer and they act in line with their statistics. I'm all for long drawn out progression for realism.

The main issue I'm having with it though is that on the surface the game looks like it could do so much more! On your home
screen there are quite a few tabs and pages to flick through, but few of them offer any real options to modify or fine-tune your
experience.

In my opinion, the game still needs a lot of work, and I'll begrudingly give it another go at some point over the next few weeks.
This could really be my kind of game if it's done right.

Should be noted, I did not play for 24.9 hours, it crashed whilst I was working on something and couldn't get the game to exit, so
I just let it run in the background. It doesn't smash your CPU to pieces, at least.. A lot of fun if you like business strategy.
Highly recommended.. A nice long expansion at around 7 hours on my first playthrough on medium difficulty it's well worth
$4.99. Especially if you want more Half Life while waiting for Episode 3/Half Life 3.. this game is so dead is deader than my
kids who died from measles and polio. This game is very fun but this is an emulator and it sometimes freezes but other than that
its a timeless classic i highly recommend this game
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THIS SOFTWERE USED TO WORK THEN IT UPDATED AND DOES NOT WORK ANYMORE! AND THE DEVS ARE
ABOUT AS USEFULL AS A WET TOWEL! AVOID, AVOID AT ALL COSTS COS IF SOMETHING GOES WRONG
FOR YOU IT WILL NOT GET SORTED AND THE DEVS WILL KEEP YOUR MONEY!!!!!!!!!!!!!. Escape Machines is a
twin stick iso retro pixel shootemup with some lite RPG elements.

The problem is that, well, to start with when you launch the game it tells you they decided not to develop it more than 3 levels
and they were going to port their work to Unreal 4. Complete ripoff! Of course, Valve's "Early Access" program enables this
kind of fraud.

The current engine is Flash which is really a joke, the thing might as well run in a browser. Gameplay itself is weak and clunky,
unsurprising because it's Flash. No proper PC options coupled with nightmarishly bad English translations all put this game
squarely in the junk pile.. No in-game menu, the puzzles are ridiculous, the physics are horrible, low-poly models, bad audio,
you can't save your progress, and you and at least one object can definitely fall through the floor.

Do not buy this game.

Apparently, they have a part 2. I'm not sure why. They probably should have made sure the first part worked before making a
second.. I am a fan of VR games,but now many games only have a few minutes experience.there is few games that i can play for
several times.But this games ,It has rich content since i kenw the VR games.there are kinds weapon you can play.first you can
play with bow,like really bow to shoot,it's fantasic,and i like the art style,it was very cute,and collorfull 3D models.the monster
is also cute.
First time,i play the game, i broke the box top of the monster,the monster jumped out of the box, a more powerful guy,the
monster threw bullets whizzing flying over from my face,I am scared to hide.Really fun.
I have to share the BOSS ,Every checkpoint had a huge monster you have to fight, when the dragon fly over my head,For the
first time, I was scared to squat.VR brings us a sense of invasion than any other game.
Like this,i hit the boss ,earn money and gems,i bought other weapons,magic gloves ,peas, guns,magic cannon,haha, I am feeling
strong.
Finally,I defeat the final BOSS,I thought i was clear the game,but the guys jumped out and told me there is not over,there is
tower defense mode was hide,I started a new challenge.The content is real enough, more than other VR game a lot better.
VR game is very little now,this game is really nice.I recommend to everyone.. I was high as \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 and this
game was amazing
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